
The Process Of Stupidification

Ordered up as a nationally advertised method for controlling bad teachers (those 
educators who, in a singular bad teacher fashion, continued to produce each and every one of 
those modern-day “unacceptable” test scores), as hugely expensive page-by-page, pre-scripted 
programs were insistently pushed into low-scoring buildings, high-salaried consultants snapped 
to attention.  Loudly and insistently, they began to demand yet another round of all-
encompassing, everybody-must-attend assemblies.  

Suddenly, unbendingly and belligerently, school-score-identified educators employed 
inside our nation’s lowest-income, publicly deficit-labeled buildings discovered that they would 
now be pulled away from their traditional role in front of the desks, and, as statistically-targeted, 
failing-school-recognized bad teachers?
	
 Be compelled to sit impotently and mutely behind them.

Not just once.  
Oh no.  
Over and over.  
And then?  
Over again.
It was, after all, the process of repetition which was fundamental.
Ignoring a previous teaching experience; extending minimal regard for a years-long 

individually protected craft – under the umbrella designation of a suddenly essential bad teacher 
development, low-income school educators were indiscriminately, and at great expense, forced to 
stop teaching and submissively assume the negligible status of students.  Those teachers most 
shockingly associated to the incessantly tested (and therefore most seriously offending) 
department of literacy, soon discovered that a ruthlessly documented attendance at a never-
ending run of assemblies was now not only going to be mandated, but unavoidably, and even 
militaristically, managed.

Meetings, meetings, meetings.  
Followed by?
More meetings.
Meeting, seminars, assemblies; briefings and debriefings.  
Conferences, conventions, classes; trainings and retrainings.
All compulsory, and each assertively presenting that modern-day reorganization of public 

school authority: That brand-new, no-excuses, reform-designated, non-traditional, non-
democratic, non-collaborative top-down world where a never-ending run of expert” outsiders felt 
it necessary to argue that, in hard-hitting days so compassionately bent to the true benevolence of 
a statistical accountability?

Good teachers:
No longer resisted.  
No longer spoke up.  
No longer looked for, nor expected, an individualized voice. 
However.
Well if, with a great care, you protected your eyes; if, with a cautious intention, you 

worked to stay alert: 
Oh, very likely you could catch a glimpse.  
You might even see it – just over there, out of the corner of your eye.  



Because with each insistently mandated and excessively expensive assembly? 
There it was.  
Glancing about surreptitiously; intentionally narrowing your eyes – oh, you could always 

find it because it was always there.  Cleverly concealed behind the pretext of an extravagantly 
expensive professional development; strategically hidden behind the stridently ordered top-down 
assemblies promoted to the public as being unquestionably necessary teacher retrainings... 

Oh, my yes.  
See it?  
Look: just over there.  
The harshly punitive, doubly stupefying processes of an educator stupidification.  


